Built for modern patient care
Lenovo Health Solution Guide
Virtual health has emerged — not only as a crisis solution, but as an exciting model favored by patients and providers alike. All signs point to a hybrid future with a mix of home-based care and in-person visits that satisfy modern-day expectations for flexibility, convenience, empowerment, and digital life.

Our mission is to power the future of healthcare through the pursuit of the quadruple aim. From connected patient engagement to security and reliability at scale, our device, software, and service solutions improve patient and caregiver experiences, positively impact patient outcomes, decrease costs, and enhance the work life of providers.

Lenovo Health is investing in the evolution of virtual health solutions.

At the same time, we continue to deliver technology for the clinical environment that supports digital transformation. This guide introduces the range of solutions we offer, together with industry-best partners, backed by the quality and reliability of our global brand.
Clinical and administrative solutions

Clinical workspace solutions

Workstations
Ideal for clinicians, radiologists, research scientists, and medical simulation specialists using advanced healthcare applications. The Lenovo ThinkStation® line is designed for the power and performance needed for AI/ML, data analytics, precision medicine, and medical imaging.

• Powered by Intel® Core™ i and Xeon® CPUs plus NVIDIA GPUs
• The industry’s most reliable workstation to run mission-critical tasks
• Certified by leading healthcare ISVs and diagnostic display vendors
• Tower tool-less design allows easy upgrades and access for field repairs
• Performance supports genomics, digital pathology, and interventional radiology

Laptops
Lightweight, energy-efficient designs for cost-effective, versatile use across healthcare systems — the mobility and performance providers need to deliver the highest-quality patient care.

• Powered by up to 11th generation Intel® Core™ vPro® processors for an unrivaled healthcare PC solution
• ThinkShield platform helps ensure HIPAA compliance and security for patient data
• Compliant with many EHR, RIS, and LIS systems
• Supports regular disinfection with common wipes and the Lenovo Quick Clean application

Spotlight on Lenovo ThinkPad T14 Gen 3

• Powered by the Intel vPro® platform and protected by ThinkShield
• Eight modes of multifactor authentication
• Quick access with biometric RFID reader (SSO)
• Premium audio and video for video collaboration
Desktops

Built to perform across the healthcare enterprise with support for major healthcare apps and disinfection with common medical wipes. Fast access to EHRs and images, quiet and clutter-free, and built to meet demanding workflows.

- Powered by up to 11th generation Intel® Core™ vPro® processors
- Provides a trusted, consistent end-user experience across clinical teams
- Versatility to adapt to multiple healthcare environments
- Tiny and Nano form factors designed for small spaces and energy efficiency

Lenovo solutions for the clinical workspace give providers the performance and features they need to deliver efficient, secure patient care.

Visuals

The ideal complement to our computing devices. Range of sizes, resolution, and connectivity types, with ergonomic stands, protective eye care technology, and award-winning design.

- Sleek, near-edgeless displays for modern, uncluttered workspaces
- Up to 32:10 crystal-clear, ultra-wide panoramic screens
- Innovative connectivity options for seamless multiscreen viewing
- Variety of mounting and connection solutions including flexible USB-C daisy chain, quick mounts for medical carts, wall workstations, and universal mounting options
- Some models with internal audio to optimize workspace
Collaboration solutions

Video collaboration meeting systems

ThinkSmart Core Kit
Available as ThinkSmart Core full room kit or Core + Controller.
• Powered by the Intel vPro® platform for an unrivaled healthcare PC solution and protected by ThinkShield
• 10.1” touch HD display with anti-glare and anti-fingerprint coating
• ThinkSmart Cam and ThinkSmart Bar premium audiovisuals
• Three-year warranty with Premier Support, one year of ThinkSmart Manager Premium software, and one year of First-year Maintenance service

ThinkSmart Hub
All-in-one scalable room system with one-touch start/join plus immersive sound and ultra-low noise certification.
• Minimal footprint and innovative One Cable mechanism
• Powered by the Intel vPro® platform and protected by ThinkShield
• 10.1” rotatable touch display with anti-glare and anti-fingerprint coating
• ThinkSmart Manager fleet-wide remote management

ThinkSmart Cam and ThinkSmart Bar
Add any size collaboration space instantly. Transform any room with a monitor by simply connecting via USB to a laptop running a meeting on any UC (unified communications) platform like Microsoft Teams Rooms, Zoom, and Google Meet. Pair with a multiport dock for maximum versatility.
• ThinkSmart Cam: HDR camera with wide field of view, auto zoom/framing, and AI-driven natural experience
• ThinkSmart Bar: Premium audio bar with stereo speakers, immersive sound, and noise cancellation
• Three-year warranty with Premier Support
• ThinkSmart Manager fleet-wide remote management

Avocor interactive flat panels
Display and digital whiteboard with annotation and real-time, multiperson content input
Services

Lenovo TruScale™
Get access to flexible solutions delivered with the simplicity of a scalable consumption model. From pocket to device to cloud, TruScale enables you to adopt technology as a service and gives you peace of mind to ignite your IT strategy.

DaaS. Discover a refreshingly simple approach to device management with Lenovo Device as a Service — one point of contact, one focus of accountability, and one predictable invoice.

• Worry-free end-to-end lifecycle management and services
• Comprehensive business endpoint security with ThinkShield that includes best-of-breed solutions from key security partners
• Proactive device insights and predictive analytics capabilities with Lenovo Device Intelligence
• Advanced 24/7/365 access with Premier Support
• Secure asset disposition with a world leader in sustainability
• Flexible payments through Lenovo Global Financial Services to meet your specific requirements

Lenovo Managed Services
Use Lenovo to tackle your fleet management and reduce the burden on your IT team.

• Smart Service Desk: Reliable, easy-to-access customized support and troubleshooting
• Smart Fleet Services: Actively monitored, optimized environments
• Smart Managed Security by ThinkShield: End-to-end protection and prevention
• Smart Managed Solutions: Ongoing partnership solutions
• Technology lifecycle management from design through end of life including provisioning, deployment, configuration, and asset recovery.
Support

Premier Support
Provide support for your hybrid workforce so they can stay productive no matter where they are.

- Comprehensive hardware and OEM software support
- Technical account managers for proactive relationship and escalation management
- Priority on service delivery and repair parts
- Lenovo Service Connect Portal for customized reporting and product support

Security

ThinkShield
Lenovo’s security portfolio of hardware, software, services, and processes — fully customizable solutions to secure your critical data and business technology. Works together with the Intel vPro® platform for an unrivaled healthcare PC solution.

- Built-in platform security*
- Device protection
- Threat and data protection with SentinelOne® AI-powered antivirus
- Security management with Absolute® software-based endpoint management

At Lenovo, we believe in patient-first healthcare powered by people-first technology. Together with our partners, we’re pioneering hybrid care delivery solutions. When you’re ready, we’re here to help.

* Security features for devices built on the Intel vPro® platform.